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The purpose of this paper is to give a very simple proof of a characterization 
of absolute continuity of measures given recently in this Jou~nul [l] by 
Welland and De Vito. At the same time we generalize the theorem without 
any extra effort to locally compact spaces with Radon measures. At the end, 
we point out without proof a generalization for abstract measure spaces. 
Our proof applies in the abstract situation as well and specialized to R’ 
or R” it is quite elementary. 
We use standard measure theory as in the books of Bourbaki and Halmos. 
Ll(X) denotes the L1-space with respect to the measure h (similarly Lgl(h)) 
and K+(T) is the class of nonnegative continuous functions with compact 
support on a topological space T. If g, E: Leo(X) we say g, -+ 0 in U&~(X), U(X)) 
if sgnf dh -+ 0 for every f ES(h). 
THEOREM. Let T be any locally compact Hausdorfl space and let h, TV be 
any two Radon measures. Then TV < h iff for every sequence g, E K+(T) with 
g, G 0 {i.e., in a(L”(h), Ll(h))} one has for every compact set C, lim SC g,dp = 0. 
The following lemma is the crucial point of the proof: 
LEMMA. Let TV, X be two positive Radon measures with p(T) < co and 
y 1 X. Then for any E > 0, there exists g, E K+(T) with 0 < g, < 1, 
j-g, dh < e> j’g, 4 2 p(T) - c. 
PROOF OF LEMMA. Since p J- h, there exists a Bore1 set A with h(A) = 0, 
CL(A) = P(T)- Th e regularity of h implies the existence of an open set 
UT) A such that X(U) < E. Clearly, p(U) = p(T). Using now the regularity 
of CL, we can find a compact set C C U such that p(C) > p(T) - E. The 
local compactness of T gives us a relatively compact open set (i.e., r is 
compact) such that C C V C U. There is then a function g, E K+(T) such 
that gJx) = 1 on C and 0 on the complement of V and 0 < g, < 1. Now 
sm=J” g,d <WY G4W -=lE 
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PROOF OF THE THEOREM. We suppose that X, p 2 0. The general case 
follows from the Hahn-decomposition theorem. If p < h then by the Radon- 
Nikodym theorem p = f . h where f is a locally h-integrable positive function 
i.e., Jcf dA = p(C) < co for all compact sets C. If g, % 0 as prescribed 
in the theorem, then for any compact set C, scgn dp = Jcgnf dh -+ 0 since 
f * dc (& = characteristic function of C) is in L’(A). 
To prove the converse let p = pr + pa be the Lebesgue-decomposition 
of p with respect to A, k < h, ps I h. We only have to show that ps = 0. 
If not, then there exists a compact set C with pa(C) > 0. Let p’ be the 
restriction of t~s to C, i.e., p’(A) = &A n C). Then p’ is a positive bounded 
Radon measure singular to X. According to the lemma, we can find a sequence 
of functions g, E K+(T) such that 0 < g, < 1, sg, dh < I/n, sg, d$ = 
sc gn dpz 2 AC) - l/ n so that sg,, dp 3 sg,, dpz > p2(C) - l/n ++ 0. But 
g, % 0; indeed if f ill then for any E > 0 there exists a continuous 
function with compact support h such that /If - h /I1 < E and so 
E being arbitrary Sgnf dA + 0. Thus we have a sequence g, as prescribed 
in the theorem with g,%O but sg, dp+O which is a contradiction. 
So pE f 0 i.e. p < A. 
COROLLARY. If p is a bounded Radon measure then the condition in the 
theorem can be replaced by simply sg, dp + 0. 
The example of T = RI, ,U = X = Lebesgue measure withg, the triangle 
function of base n to 3n and height l/n shows that the condition of the 
corollary is not necessary in general. 
Indeed even the condition that fg, dp stays bounded for every sequence 
g, E K+(T), 0 < g,, < 1, g, % 0 is too strong. For the latter implies that p 
is bounded as can be easily proved by reductio ad absurdurn. 
We now state without proof an abstract version of the theorem. Let (S, 2) 
be a space equipped with a u-algebra 2 and let h, p be two positive u-additive 
measures on Z: We shall assume that they are both totally u-finite. As a matter 
of fact, it is enough to assume that X is localizable [Z] in the sense of Segal so 
that the Radon-Nikodym theorem applies. Let F CLm(X + p) n L1(A + p) 
such that for any set A of finite h + p-measure and any E > 0 there exists 
a function fc EF such that j sfe d(X + p) - (X + r)(A)1 < l . Then p < h 
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iff g, EF, g, --+ 0 in a(L”(A), L’(h)) implies sAgn dp -+ 0 for every set A 
with p(A) < co. 
Finally we make two simple remarks about convergence in o(Lm,L1) with 
respect to the positive measure ~1 which need not satisfy any regularity 
condition except that for any measurable set A there exists a set 3 CA 
with 0 < p(B) < 00 (sometimes called the finite subset property). Then 
a necessary and sufficient condition that g, -+ 0 in u(Lm, L1) is that 
SUP II gn IL < ~0 and .hgn 4 -+ 0 for any A with p(A) < co. Without the 
finite subset property, the statement is false as can be verified by two-point 
spaces. 
The next remark is that g, % 0 does not imply that 1 g, [ % 0. Indeed 
on the one-dimensional torus [0, 1) if g,(x) = b(nx) where b is a bounded 
function with si b(x) dx = 0, fi 1 b 1 > 0 th en it follows from the elementary 
relation 
thatg,(x)=~(nx)~Oino(L,,Ll)butIg,I~OsinceS~/g,j~S~IbI #O. 
Special cases are g,(x) = exp(i2nrx), g,(x) = Sin 2n77x, gJx) = nth 
Rademacher function. 
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